The Internet has changed the media contents industry, and the music industry's business form has transformed from records into online digital products as the online music platform increasingly develops. Before the stabilization of the online music platform, digital music files were considered music piracy and were related to the decline of music record sales. Although research finds that increased Internet penetration led the decline of music record sales, after the stabilization of the online music platform and the introduction of online streaming services in the mid-2000s, a recognizable increase in music record sales appeared. We analyze the impact of adopting online music streaming services on the sales of music records to determine the effect of digital products on physical products by a two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression approach. Using monthly music record sales and streaming data from the official Korean Gaon Music Chart, we find that online streaming services positively impact music record sales. Furthermore, male artists sell more records than female artists as female fans, who prefer male artists, have a higher willingness-to-pay for individual services. Both the number of songs included in one album and the number of artists in one group also positively affect music record sales. Our analysis suggests that online streaming positively impacts music record sales.
Introduction
The music industry has also changed progressively as information technology has evolved. In the late 1990s, with the advent of MP3 players and the dispersion of Internet services, the digital music industry developed. However, the offline music record industry suffered from the advent of the digital music market. The music recording industry was not as profitable, as most of the audience now listened to music through digital music files. This phenomenon was studied theoretically. Elberse (2010) finds that the transition to digital music unbundled music records, such that online music downloads were not as economically profitable as previous music record sales. Moreover, according to Liebowitz (2004) and Peitz and Waelbroeck (2004) , online music downloads increased illegal music file sharing through peer-to-peer (P2P) sites, such as Napster. Therefore, the digital music market had a cannibalizing effect on the offline music market.
However, the situation began to change in early 2000. Bhattacharjee et al. (2006) find that according to the online selling strategy, additional profits can be gained even with the existence of piracy. As shown in Figure 1 , online music streaming services were launched in the early 2000s as a new online music selling strategy, and the streaming market was further established with the development of smart devices. In this research, we define online streaming service as a service that delivers live media content, such as music, animation, or movies, via an Internet network. Considering the Korean popular music industry, offline record sales have slightly increased since 2007. More recently, some albums exceed 100,000 sales. As such, the established relationship between the amount of streaming and offline record sales can be called into question. Consequently, we expect online music streaming services to positively impact offline music record sales. This study aims to find a causal relationship between digital products (online music streaming services) and physical products (offline music records). Using Korean music sales data from the popular Korean Gaon Music Chart, we investigate how online music streaming services can promote offline music record sales.
Literature Review
Previous studies predominantly concentrate on the piracy of digital music products, not legal music streaming services, and its effect on music record sales. Most empirical studies investigate the impact of digital piracy on the demand of legitimate media content. Liebowitz (2008) argues that the significant decrease in music record sales from 1999 to 2003 can be explained by increased Internet penetration. Petiz and Waelbroeck (2004) and Hong (2004) find that digital music piracy can explain the decline of music record sales by about 20 percent.
Other literature documents how the impact of digital piracy differs for popular and less popular artists. Rob and Waldfogel (2004) and Bhattacharjee et al. (2007) find that less popular artists confront a higher risk of piracy than popular artists. However, Blackburn (2004) describes that popular artists are more strongly impacted by digital music piracy. Thus, the degree of harm from piracy varies among academic research findings.
There is no academic research that considers the impact of legitimate online music streaming services, although somewhat similar research by Smith and Telang (2009) was conducted on movie DVDs. Smith and Telang (2009) find that increased broadband Internet penetration increased DVD sales by $1.3 billion from 2000 to 2003. Smith and Telang (2009) also find that movie broadcasts on online networks led to a significant increase in movie DVD sales using sales rank data from Amazon.com and movie broadcasting data from over-the-air broadcasting channels and cable channels with major advertising support. Similarly, Danaher et al. (2010) find that digital DVD sales do not show cannibalizing effects on physical DVD sales. Consumers who paid for the broadcast channels watch the movies on the channels, which then stimulates the DVD purchase. This idea is previously tested by Liebowitz (1985) from the perspective of "stimulate sales," which refers to the role of television advertising in promoting movies to consumers who otherwise would not buy the DVD.
We test this phenomenon in the context of the music industry, specifically with Korean music industry data, and consider the impact of digital products on physical products. Although the previous studies Smith and Telang (2010) and Danaher et al. (2010) use rank data, we employ real music sales data, making our study more robust and detailed. Additionally, apart from previous research only on the direct impact of digital products on physical products, this study considers the TV promotion of music products to directly impact the sales of digital products, which indirectly affects the sales of physical products.
The Impact of Digital Products on Physical Products
For our research, online music streaming services equates to movies broadcasted on television, and movie DVD sales equates to the music record sales. Similar to how consumers pay for the broadcast or cable channel, consumers pay for the online music streaming website to listen to music using their personal computers or smart devices. The difference is that online music websites require login credentials and consumers must select each song to access the streaming service, while consumers are exposed to broadcasted movies when they turn on the television or change the channel. Therefore, online music streaming services require more consumer involvement in the process than television broadcasted movies.
Smith and Telang (2009) note that television broadcasted movies promote DVD sales and suggest that broadcasted movies causes a sampling effect. Gopal et al. (2006) find that online music has a sampling effect, providing evidence that online music streaming services can increase music record sales. The sampling effect of online music is expected to increase with online music streaming services because, different from downloaded music, according to Sinha et al. (2010) , there are no digital rights management (DRM). This reduces barriers for listening to music and increases consumers' willingness to pay for online music streaming services over downloaded music files.
For empirical analysis, our research uses detailed data of music record sales and information about each artist and music record, while previous research on DVD sales by Smith and Telang (2009) uses rank data from Amazon.com. As there is more consumer involvement in online music streaming services than television broadcasted movies, we include other factors that might stimulate consumers, such as television promotion, to address endogeneity. This makes our research more robust than previous research.
Other Influences on Music Record Sales
Product sales are affected by product characteristics, such as price, ratings, and quantity. Previous business and economics research suggests that price is one of the most important factors for consumers' purchase decisions. Becker et al. (1991) find that when price increases, the demand for the product decreases, and Chang and Wildt (1994) and Bamert et al. (2005) find that price is a key factor in purchase intentions. The relationship between price and product purchase is also researched in the context of popular music. Regner and Barria (2009) show that when the price of a music record is within an appropriate range, consumers tend to pay for the music record. Thus, we include price as an independent variable for our model. Second, consumer ratings is another factor that impacts music record sales. Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) show that product sales can be determined by online review ratings. Higher online review ratings yield higher product sales. Third, the number of songs included in an album may also impact consumers' purchase intentions. Breidert and Hahsler (2007) describe how consumers' willingness to pay increases when there are more songs on an album.
In addition to product characteristics, music record sales can also be affected by the artist's characteristics. First, male singers tend to have more fans than female singers, because female fans are usually more dedicated to music artists and prefer male artists. Van Osselaer et al. (2010) find that women are more loyal than men and show more willingness to pay for individual services than men. As people like artists according to their personal music styles, not according to the artists' entertainment agency, female fans would purchase more music records than male fans as their willingness to pay for music record is higher.
Strobl and Tucker (2000) also find that artists' initial popularity plays an important role in ensuring large amounts of music record sales. Accordingly, the size of fandom, which is a group of fans, can be related to higher music record sales.
The Impact of Broadcasting on the Rate of Streaming
Television broadcasting plays an important role in enhancing pop music artists' popularity. Smith and Telang (2009) describe the ability of television to "stimulate sales" as broadcasting advertises a product and creates awareness among consumers. In our context, as pop music artists gain popularity mainly from television broadcasting, consumers' exposure to television music programs are advertisements for digital music files. This exposure can positively affect the rate of streaming. However, different from DVD advertisements, TV promotion does not affect the physical products directly, because consumers can purchase the music as digital products.
Additionally, one can assume that amount the public is exposed to an artist can be influenced by the size of the artist's entertainment agency. Dhar and Chang (2009) state that major label companies, entertainment agencies for our research, are more likely to have higher promotion budgets and represent more popular and mainstream artists. Thus, the number of times an artist performs on television music programs can be positively associated with the size of the entertainment agency. Therefore, we consider whether the artist belongs to a major entertainment agency by financially listing the entertainment agencies. This also makes our research more detailed than previous research on the DVD industry, since the power of the actors' entertainment agency has not been considered.
Method

Data
We address our research questions using monthly data collected from March 2011 to July 2013. Our data consists of information on the top 200 songs' streaming and sales figures from the Gaon Music Chart. As shown in Figure 2 , music charts are offered in different forms, such as the digital chart, download chart, streaming chart, BGM chart, mobile chart, and album chart. We collected the data from the streaming chart and album chart. The Gaon Music Chart was launched in 2010, but did not include music record sales data until February 2011. In August 2013, more online music streaming sites joined the chart, so we exclude data after this date to maintain data consistency. We only analyze Korean singers to control the effect of promotion, because foreign singers do not appear on Korean broadcasting channels to promote their new albums. As online music streaming data was listed by the name of the song and music record sales data was listed by the title of the music record, we matched the online music streaming data to the album to which the song belongs.
We also collected how often the artist performed on the television music programs of the three Korean national broadcasting channels KBS, SBS, and MBC. We visited the website of each music program and counted the number of times the artists performed on the program each month. Further, since the number of times artists appear on television broadcasting can be related to the size of the artist's company, we identified each artist's entertainment agency using online search engines.
We collected data on album-specific and artist-specific characteristics. For album-specific characteristics, since product sales can be determined by price, we collected each music record's lowest price from Naver shopping, which compares prices in different online shopping malls. Since product sales can be determined by online review ratings, according to Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) , we collected each album's rating information from Melon.com, the most popular online music streaming site in Korea, which provides online streaming service and information about songs. For artist-specific characteristics, we collected data on the artists' demographic characteristics, such as gender and number of artists in the group, through an online search. A detailed explanation of the variables is provided in Table 1 . Table 2 describes the descriptive statistics of the data. As described, the skewness of sales and price are quite large compared to the other variables. Due to the high skewness of sales and streaming, the natural logarithm was applied to these variables for analysis. However, the high skewness for price was due to one specific music record, so we did not apply natural logarithm to this variable. As binary variables, gender and agency variables had zero as the minimum value. Promotion also had zero as the minimum value because some singers do not promote their songs on television. We conducted a correlation analysis before our empirical analysis to avoid potential multicollinearity. As shown in Table 3 , the results show that no correlation issues exist and all data can be included in the analysis. 
Model Specification
Main Model
To determine the impact of online music streaming services on music record sales, we developed the following econometrical model.
Music records have a time-lag effect since listeners' attention is mostly focused during the early period and on the release date. Further, the sales of music records have an exponential decline over time. To reflect the impact of the time lag on the sales of music records, the accumulated amount of sales until the previous month ( ) was included as an independent variable. As shown in Table 2 , the variables sales ( ), streaming ( ), and previous sales ( ) showed positive skewness and relatively large variance and standard deviation compared to the other independent variables. To stabilize the variance and adapt to the normality requirement, the dependent variable and the independent variables and were log-transformed with a natural logarithm. According to Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) , the audience rating ( ) impacts audiences' decisions to purchase offline albums. Thus, we included this variable in the main model. The number of songs ( ) in one album was considered in the main model, as customers are attracted to products with more contents. The price of the music record ( ) was considered as another independent variable. The gender of the artist ( ) was considered as an independent variable to determine the different impacts of male and female fans. As described by Van Osselaer et al. (2010), female fans tend to buy more albums and exhibit higher brand loyalty than male fans. The number of members in one group ( ) was also included because music groups with more artists can attract more fans as they have various voices, musical instruments, and appealing points.
Endogeneity Validation
Our main variables, sales and streaming, can have reverse-causality or simultaneity problems that can create endogeneity problems that may bias ordinary least squares (OLS) estimations. To address this potential endogeneity problem, we used a two-stage least squares (2SLS) approach in line with Oberholzer and Koleman (2007) and Lee (2007) .
According to previous studies and general knowledge, we included the number of times each artist performed on a television music program each month ( ) and the artist's entertainment agency ( ) as instrument variables. Additionally, because the size of the entertainment agency can impact song promotion on television, we included the interaction term between the number of promotion appearances and the size of the entertainment agency as another instrument variable. The associated equation is as follows: + To examine the strength of the instrument variables, we conducted weak instrument tests in accordance with Stock and Yogo (2005) . First, we calculated the first-stage F-statistic and compared this value with a threshold to see if the value was large enough to reject the null hypothesis. As stated in Table 4 , the F-statistics were 81.9 for promotion, 5.1 for agency, and 47.7 for the interaction terms between and when the threshold equaled 10. As the F-statistics of promotion and exceeded the threshold, the null hypothesis was rejected. According to Blundell and Bond (2000) , if the instrument variables are more than one and are weak, the differenced generalized method of moments (GMM) results should be biased in the direction of the OLS. Thus, we conducted a Sagan test and the results show that two instrument variables, and , were not correlated with structural error. Thus, we selected and as our instrument variables. The following is the final endogeneity model and the results are shown in Table 5 . The results indicate that has positive impact on . + The dependent variable is ln(streaming). t-statistics are listed in parentheses; ** and * denote significance at 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
Results
Empirical Analysis
As shown in Table 6 , online music streaming has a positive effect on music record sales. The relationship between online music streaming services and music record sales is statistically significant.
The accumulated sales until the previous month, which was used to reflect the time-lag effect of music record sales periods, has a negative effect and the relationship is statistically significant. This effect is opposite from our expectations that more previous sales would indicate more current sales. This unexpected result seems to be due to the initial release effect, where most promotion is concentrated in the first month and some consumers purchase albums in advance.
The audience rating from Melon.com shows no significant effect on the music record sales. This could be due to the rating not being shown on the purchase page. The number of songs included in the album has a positive effect on the music record sales, as expected. The price of the music record shows no significant effect on the music record sales. Most of albums are sold between $10 and $15, and the prices do not vary much among the albums. This is in line with Regner and Barria (2009) that when the price of a music record is within the range of $5~$18, there is no difference in the audiences' willingness to pay.
The negative coefficient of gender shows that male artists sell more albums than female artists. This is consistent with the expectation that female fans, who prefer male artists, exhibit more brand loyalty to individual artists and have higher willingness to pay than male fans.
Results show that music groups with more members sell more albums. This concurs with the expectation, since larger groups have various characteristics to attract diverse fans. The dependent variable is ln(sales). Z-statistics are listed in parentheses; ** and * denote significance at 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
Robustness Check
Strobl and Tucker (2000) find that the album type and its initial popularity are important in ensuring album sales, which is connected to the continued chart listing of an album. The album type refers to whether the album is a general new album, original soundtrack album, or greatest hits album. This variable is controlled since our data do not include soundtrack or greatest hits albums. Typically, soundtrack albums are released in digital format and there was no greatest hits album in our data. The initial popularity of artists was not considered in the main model since artists gain popularity the more they are exposed through television broadcasting. To see the effect of the initial popularity, we included the amount of time passed since the debut month as an independent variable.
As shown in Table 7 , there is no significant effect of the debut variable and the other variables' coefficients and the significances remain similar to the results from the main model, as shown in Table 6 . Thus, we conclude that our model is rigorous to the months passed since an artist's debut. 
Number of Observations 253
The dependent variable is ln(sales). Z-statistics are listed in parentheses; ** and * denote significance at 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
Additionally, there can be an initial release effect in music record sales. When music records are first released, many factors stimulate sales other than online music streaming services. For example, there are many television promotions within two or three weeks after the music record is released. Additionally, retail stores promote the albums to attract customers and sometimes have special events, such as giving away concert tickets for purchasing the record or inviting artists to the store. Furthermore, many consumers purchase music records in advance before the store release. These factors could affect the offline sales in the early period, so the data from the first month is excluded to reduce the impact of the initial release effect and advance purchase for a robustness check.
The results in Table 8 are similar to the analysis with the basic model that includes the data from the first month. Only the coefficient of the previous accumulated sales changed its sign to positive. This proves that the initial release effect impacts accumulated sales. 
Discussion
Based on music streaming and sales data from the Korean Gaon Music Chart, we analyzed the impact of digital streaming sales on physical music album sales by a 2-SLS regression method. First, and mainly, the rate of streaming has a significant effect on the sales of offline music records. Consistent with our predictions, online streaming services have a positive impact on music record sales, indicating that online streaming services promote offline record sales. Second, in terms of album-specific characteristics, price and rating do not significantly impact music record sales. This might be due to all music records being similarly priced and the audience rating not appearing on the purchase page of online streaming services. However, the number of songs in the album has significant positive impact on music record sales. Third, in terms of artist-specific characteristics, the artists' gender and the number of artists in the group have significant impacts. Male artists tend to sell more music records than female artists and artists with more members have higher record sales. This is in line with Van Osselaer et al. (2010) that female consumers have higher brand loyalty compared to male consumers which results in male artists' higher record sales since they have more female fans. Additionally, the impact of the size of the group is consistent with our prediction that large groups have larger fandom.
Online music streaming services and offline music record sales might have reverse causality or simultaneity, creating a potential endogeneity problem that can bias the OLS equation. To address these problems, we conduct a 2SLS approach in line with the research of Oberholzer and Koleman (2007) . We place the number of times the artist performed on television music programs, the power of the artist's entertainment agency measured by whether the company is listed on the stock market, and the interaction term between the two as instrument variables. We then conduct the method used in Stock and Yogo (2005) to test the variables' strength. As a result, the number of times on an artist appeared on television and the interaction term are proven to be the appropriate instrument variable. According to Blundell and Bond (2000) , if the instrument variables are weak, then the differenced GMM results should be biased in the direction of the OLS and a Sagan test should be conducted. Results show that, according to thee Sagan test results, two instrument variables, promotion and promotion*agency, are not to be correlated with the structural error.
Research Implications
Our results have several implications for research. First, our overall findings provide evidence that digital products play a role in promoting physical products. Second, different from previous studies that examined the relationship between digital and physical products, we examine the relationship in the unique popular music industry context. This provides another interesting implication. That is, unlike other markets, such as movie broadcasting and DVDs, in the music industry individuals who play music using online streaming services pay for the digital products themselves. Nevertheless, consumption of digital products leads consumers to purchase more expensive physical products, i.e., offline music records, which provide the same experience. In addition, our results provide more reliable findings by using real sales data, while only sales rank data were used in the previous research of Smith 
Managerial Implications
Our results have a number of managerial implications as well. First, for entertainment agencies and popular singers, our finding that exposure on television music programs acts as a main factor for increasing the rate of streaming shows that television broadcasting plays an important role in advertising artists' songs. Thus, this confirms the Smith and Telang (2009) "stimulate sales" view of television broadcasting. Second, the result shows that female fans improve music record sales. This implies that it is better for popular artists to target female audiences. Third, music records with more songs have better sales than music records with less number of songs, so artists should put more songs on their albums.
Future Research and Opportunities
Although our findings have several contributions, our study is not without limitations. First, the popular music industry has the unique characteristic that artists' performance depends on the size of their fandom. Future research could include the impact of fandom or loyalty, which play an important role in the music industry. However, there is no reliable fandom data in a time-series format, so it was impossible to determine the effect of the size of fandom directly. Second, our data is composed of aggregated information of online streaming and offline music record sales. Thus, we cannot determine if the same people who bought an album are those who played the music via online streaming services before making purchase decision. Therefore, the result would have been more reliable if we had analyzed individual level data. However, most people listen to music before they purchase an album, such that we can assume that digital music sales lead to music record sales. Third, and finally, our findings only examined the phenomenon in Korea. As the global music market turns is also developing into a streaming market, this research should be expanded to a more global context.
